Quantitative remote sensing retrieval algorithms help understanding the dynamic aspects of Digital Earth. However, the Big Data and complex models in Digital Earth pose grand challenges for computation infrastructures. In this article, taking the aerosol optical depth (AOD) retrieval as a study case, we exploit parallel computing methods for high efficient geophysical parameter retrieval. We present an efficient geocomputation workflow for the AOD calculation from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite data. According to their individual potential for parallelization, several procedures were adapted and implemented for a successful parallel execution on multicore processors and Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). The benchmarks in this paper validate the high parallel performance of the retrieval workflow with speedups of up to 5.x on a multi-core processor with 8 threads and 43.x on a GPU. To specifically address the time-consuming model retrieval part, hybrid parallel patterns which combine the multicore processor's and the GPU's compute power were implemented with static and dynamic workload distributions and evaluated on two systems with different CPU-GPU configurations. It is shown that only the dynamic hybrid implementation leads to a greatly enhanced overall exploitation of the heterogeneous hardware environment in varying circumstances.
Introduction
Digital Earth is a virtual representation of the planet, and calls for the integration of digital information about the planet and the development of solutions for geospatial problems (Xue, Palmer-Brown, and Guo 2011) . Digital Earth integrates multi-spatial, multi-temporal, multi-resolution, and multi-type earth observation and socioeconomic data as well as analysis algorithms and models (Guo 2015) . A number of quantitative remote sensing models have been developed and help understanding dynamic aspects of Digital Earth (Kim and Tsou 2013) . The data about different spheres such as atmospheric aerosols, vegetations, etc. derived from these models provide basic spatial data for Digital Earth (Xu
Methods

AOD retrieval workflow
Atmospheric aerosols are liquid or solid particles suspended in the air from both natural and anthropogenic origin. Aerosols affect the climate system via the following mechanisms: they scatter and absorb solar radiation and, to a lesser extent scatter, absorb and emit terrestrial radiation, which are referred to as direct effects. Aerosols particles can also serve as cloud condensation nuclei and ice nuclei upon which cloud droplets and ice crystals form, referred to as indirect effects. Atmospheric aerosols influence climate and weather by direct and indirect effects, as well as the semi-direct effect which is a consequence of the direct effect of absorbing aerosols which changes cloud properties (IPCC 2013; Lohmann and Feichter 2005) .
Compared with ground measurements, satellite images provide another important tool to monitor aerosols and their transport patterns because of large spatial coverage and reliable repeated measurements. An important and common aerosol parameter retrieved from satellite sensors is AOD, which can be used by applications such as the atmospheric correction of remotely sensed surface features. The AOD derived from MODIS provides excellent global distribution and daily or nearly continuous time coverage (Luo et al. 2014 ). There are endeavors to retrieve AOD datasets from MODIS such as the latest Collection 6.0 from National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) based on the DarkTarget and DeepBlue method (Levy et al. 2013) , and an AOD dataset over China using the SRAP algorithm taken as the study case in this paper (Xue et al. 2014) . MODIS AOD data have been used to portray the global, regional, and seasonal distribution of AOD (Remer et al. 2008) , and construct a specific climatology over China with the distributions of annual and seasonal mean AOD as well as the trends and variations in AOD (Luo et al. 2014) .
The workflow using the SRAP-MODIS algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . Data of three visible bands and two mid-infrared bands are extracted from MODIS Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) data. The algorithms for cloud mask and absorption correction used are addressed in Xue et al. (2014) . The cloud mask is performed using the spatial variability (absolute standard deviation of the reflectance of a 3*3 pixel window), as well as the absolute value of the 0.47 μm and 1.38 μm channel reflectance test against thresholds. The absorption correction eliminates effects of absorption from H 2 O, CO 2 , and O 3 on apparent reflectance using the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) data. For each pixel in the L1B data, gas transmission factors are calculated and reflectance is corrected by multiplying the gas transmission factors. The image cut was performed on each image scene according to the requested latitude and longitude ranges to avoid unnecessary calculation for later procedures. After that, the latitude and longitude geographic data were utilized to realize the geometric correction (GU, Ren, and Wang 2010) using the triangulation warping (Fu, Wang, and Zhang 2005) with nearest neighbor re-sampling (Parker et al. 1983; Wolfe, Roy, and Vermote 1998) . The map projection is the Geographic Lat/Lon projection. After obtaining large ROI images, the raw Level 1B data for the AOD model retrieval are interpolated with the inverse distance weighting method (Savtchenko et al. 2004 ) and resized by the bilinear interpolation method. This AOD retrieval algorithm was presented in Xue et al. (2014) and Xue and Cracknell (1995) , and it employs a set of non-linear equations on channel 0.47 μm, 0.55 μm, and 0.66 μm from Terra and Aqua MODIS to derive the wavelength exponent and Angstrom's turbidity coefficient, and thus calculating AOD. The retrieval algorithm used in this article has already been used to generate datasets over China. The pseudo codes for the serial procedures to be parallelized are shown in Table 1 .
Parallel design consideration
The data extraction and image cut in the left column in Figure 1 are not parallelized, because the data extraction strongly relies on the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) ('GDAL -Geospatial Data Abstraction Library', http://www.gdal.org/) HDF4 ('HDF (4) TOOLS', http://www.hdfgroup. org/products/hdf4_tools/) and PROJ.4 Cartographic Projections ('PROJ.4 -Cartographic Projections Library', http://trac.osgeo.org/proj/) and as the parallel fraction in the image cut is very small. The procedures in blue are supported by both multi-core and GPU parallel options. The determination of ROI shown in red, as it is only multi-core accelerated, this procedure would require a large global memory on the GPU and the parallel fraction is rather small. In addition to the multi-core and GPU version, the AOD retrieval in green is implemented with hybrid patterns to fully utilize the heterogeneous hardware environment simultaneously due to its relatively long runtime. The execution time of the serial workflow was profiled using the data and computing environment in Section 3.1. The overall runtime and the percentage of data input/output (I/O) and calculation are shown in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively. The data I/O in this paper refer to the image data read from hard disk and the image data write to hard disk. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the raw Level 1B data interpolation and AOD retrieval are the most time-consuming parts and have low data I/O fractions, hence are our major concern when optimizing the thread-block configurations in Section 3.3.
Parallel implementation for multi-core processors and gpus
Among all procedures in the middle column 'Parallel' in Figure 1 , the calculation for individual triangulations is independent from each other for the geometric correction, while parallel parts of the other procedures have a pixel-based nature. The 'for loops' marked in gray in Table 1 were parallelized either by OpenMP on multi-core processors or by CUDA-C on GPUs.
For multi-core processors, the procedures shown in the middle column 'Parallel' in Figure 1 were implemented using OpenMP by parallelizing the according loop(s) through individual pixels or triangulations. The '#pragma omp parallel for [collapse (2)]' directive was used with the advanced scheduling strategy 'schedule (dynamic)'.
For GPUs, the kernels in the column 'Kernels' were created for the procedures in blue and green in Figure 1 . Generally, except for the kernels 'Geo_Triangulation' and 'Geo_Transform' with the workload of one 'triangulation' per thread (i.e. the total threads therefore equals the number of Figure 1 . Overall AOD retrieval workflow implemented in serial and parallel. The procedure in red was only parallelized on multicore processors. The procedures in blue have two options, that is, parallel on multi-core processors and parallel on GPUs, while the procedure in green has an additional hybrid parallel option utilizing multi-core processors and GPUs simultaneously. The right column shows kernels for the GPU parallel implementation. triangulations, i.e. (width-1)*(height-1)*2), we assign each thread the workload of processing one 'pixel' for all other kernels. The block size is set as two dimensional and was fixed as 16*16 as a starting point. The grid sizes are set dynamically according to the image or triangulation size and the block size. The main techniques conducted specifically for kernels are the following:
. The dynamic shared memory and static shared memory were used in the kernel 'CloudMask' and 'InverseDistance', respectively for sharing data per thread block. . The '#pragma unroll' was used to unroll a loop within the kernel 'Absorb' for less-processing load. . For 'Geo_GCPs', 'Geo_Triangulation', 'Geo_Transform', data were kept in global memory for the latter kernel after the former kernel finished so that no communication across the PCIe bus to the host memory is necessary among the kernels. 
Procedure Pseudo codes
Cloud Mask 01: INPUTS: MODIS data of channel 1,3 ,4, 7 and 26 02: for i = 0 to width −1, j = 0 to height −1 do 03: mask with spatial variability with 3*3 window for channel 3 and 26 at (j, i) 04: mask with absolute value of reflectance for channel 3 and 26 at (j, i) 05: union of cloud mask above 06: end for 07: border pixels processing and mask reflectance image with the cloud mask image 08: OUTPUT: reflectance data through cloud mask Absorption Correction 01: INPUTS: NCEP data, MODIS data 02: initialize gas absorption coefficients and climatology 03: for i = 0 to width*height −1 do 04: match NCEP data with MODIS data 05: calculate gas transmission factors and corrected reflectance 06: end for 07: OUTPUT: reflectance data through absorption correction Geometric Correction 01: INPUTS: geographic data, uncorrected images 02: for i = 0 to width*height −1 do 03: store GCPs 04: end for 05: for i = 1 to height −1, j = 1 to (width-1)*2 do 06: store triangulation net and calculate affine transformation coefficients 07: end for 08: for i = 1 to height −1, j = 1 to (width-1)*2 do 09 calculate triangulation ranges x_min/max, y_min/max in corrected images 10: for k = y_min to y_max, m = x_min to x_max in corrected images do 11: if (k,m) in triangulation do 12: forward calculate coordinates and nearest neighbor re-sampling 13: end for 14: end for 15: OUTPUT: data through geometric correction Initial Interpolation 01: INPUTS: irregular initial source points 02: for i = 0 to width*height −1 do 03: calculate distances and weights for pixel (i) with all source points 04: re-calculate value of pixel (i) using source points and weights 05: end for 06: for i = 0 to width_roi*height _roi-1 do 07: re-calculate value for pixel (i) using bilinear interpolation method 08: end for 09: OUTPUT: initial images for ROIs AOD Retrieval 01: INPUTS: corrected reflectance, sensor zenith, solar zenith, initial values 02: for i = 0 to width*height −1 do 03: solve wavelength exponent and Angstrom's turbidity coefficient 04: calculate AOD according to Angstrom's turbidity formula 05: end for 06: OUTPUT: AOD results . The 'atomicExch' is used to lock a pixel to avoid writing simultaneously to the same global memory address for the kernel 'Geo_Transform', as there are overlapping pixels for adjacent triangulations in the corrected images. . Specifically for the kernel 'RetrievalOfAOD' which is time-consuming and our focus for hybrid parallel, a design and implementation benchmarked on Tesla K20 was discussed in an earlier publication (Liu et al. 2015) . In this work, the memory of the host is assumed to be large enough to contain all input and output data at once, while the global memory of the GPU is not that large. This is a common situation for workstation computers equipped with a GPU. Hence, the AOD kernel is launched multiple times by dividing the image data according to the limitation of GPU global memory used per launch. The benchmark GPU is equipped with a global memory of 1GB, and additionally uses some memory for rendering and visualization for the connected host system. As many operating systems run watchdog procedures to detect misbehavior in the system and as our calculation kernels are relatively complex, it is necessary to restrict the data amount processed within one kernel launch to make the implementation applicable on a wide range of systems. We limited the data amount to be processed in one kernel launch to 64MB for the GPU implementation, same for the maximum slice size for the hybrid implementation in Sections 2.4 and 3.4. With this assumption, our implementation was executable on several Linux and Windows systems we tested without any further modification in the OS settings. . The optimization concerning the impact of a two-dimensional thread-block configuration on the runtime was conducted and discussed in Section 3.3.
Hybrid parallel of multi-core processors and GPUs
In this section, the hybrid parallel implementation based on CUDA and OpenMP is presented for the time-consuming and pixel-based AOD retrieval to enhance the GPU version by utilizing the idling CPU cores.
Static workload distribution
Assuming that the multi-core parallel version for the AOD retrieval obtains an ideal linear speedup compared to the serial implementation, a method presented in Fang et al. (2014) was applied first to distribute the workload between CPU cores and GPU device. Assuming that all CPU cores have the same peak performance, the runtime can be determined with Equation (1). P gpu and P cpu represent the theoretical peak performances of the GPU and one CPU core, while s is the ratio of workload assigned to the CPU threads w gives the total workload, that is, the calculation of overall (height*width) pixels of the image data. The total runtime T is the maximum of the runtime of the workload distributed to CPU T cpu and that to GPU T gpu .
The workload distribution is optimal if T gpu = T cpu . Nevertheless, the theoretical peak performance cannot be achieved for most real-world codes and mechanisms like caches are not involved in those considerations. To integrate those, the speedup s of the GPU version over a CPU serial one is measured to replace the peak performance ratio P gpu /P cpu . As a result, Equation (2) is obtained. In the case that one GPU device is connected to the host, the number of compute threads is m = thread_num-1.
In the following, this method is referred to as 'Static-1'. However, an ideal linear speedup of the multi-core implementations is still assumed even though it cannot always be achieved in our application due to several reasons, for example, that (1) pixels follow different branches in the program and require different execution runtime, (2) the dynamic OpenMP scheduling causes additional overhead, and (3) we use hyperthreading for 8 threads. Thus, a revised ratio is calculated using existing measurements not only for the GPU speedup but also for the multi-core speedup, resulting in Equation (3). S cpu and S gpu represent the speedup of the multi-core and GPU versions obtained by previous measurements. This method is referred to as 'Static-2' in the following.
.
( 3) Even though it can be expected that the accuracy of the workload estimation increases when more real-test measurements speedups are included in the calculation, the system first of all needs to obtain a prior knowledge of speedups for specific data scenarios under certain computing environments. As we measured, the speedups for different data scenarios vary as, for example, a calculation for an over-sea region takes another branch in the program than over-land regions. Taking the speedups with an over-sea image can therefore lead to strong mispredictions for over-land regions and vice versa. To overcome this drawback and to avoid obtaining a priori knowledge of speedups, we developed a fully automatic and dynamic workload distribution method.
With the two static workload distribution solutions, having calculated the ratio s, the first int((1 − s) × height) × width pixels will be assigned to the GPU device, while the rest will be calculated by the m CPU threads. The workload for the GPU device is divided into several batches that fit into the GPU's memory and the calculation kernel is launched several times for regional data after copying the data at once before.
Dynamic workload distribution
Since both static workload distribution methods need existing measurements, a dynamic workload distribution is proposed by dividing the images into slices from the spatial domain. The images are logically divided into slices which consist of one or more lines, and the indexes to these slices are pushed to a task queue. The m = thread_num-1 CPU threads are logically taken as an 'integrated CPU processor' as the remaining thread solely serves the GPU on the host side. Every time one task on either the 'integrated CPU processor' or the GPU finished, the next task, and therefore the next slice of data, is popped from the top of the task queue and is subsequently assigned to the requesting device. For the GPU, each slice's data are copied to the GPU before its calculation and the results are copied back to the host afterwards as it is just decided at runtime which slice will be processed on which device. The workload distributed to the integrated 'CPU processor' is spawned to the m threads.
Hybrid parallel of OpenMP and CUDA-C
The hybrid pattern was implemented based on CUDA-C and OpenMP. The pseudo codes of parallel implementation for the static and dynamic workload distribution are shown in Figures 4 and 5 . The '#pragma omp parallel' defines a parallel region executed by multiple threads in parallel. Inside the parallel region, the '#pragma omp single' specifies that a section of codes for the calculation on the GPU device should be executed on a single thread which is the already mentioned GPU serving thread. The '#pragma omp task' defines a task dynamically which is supported with OpenMP 3.0. The implemented strategy is to let one task be active until all work is done to serve the GPU while a second task itself spawns tasks to serve the remaining CPU cores within the loop iterating over the pixels of the current slice. The '#pragma omp critical' protects the queue so that it can be only accessed by one thread at a time.
Results and discussion
Benchmark data and environment
The benchmark MODIS satellite data were from 1 February 2012 covering 35°E-150°E, 15°N-60°N at 1 km spatial resolution. The MODIS data were downloaded from NASA LAADS web ('Level 1 and Atmosphere Archive and Distribution System (LAADS Web)', http://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/).
The workflow was benchmarked on the 'Ord-System' shown in Table 2 . The serial and multi-core implementations were compiled with the GNU gcc with the '-O2' flag. The GPU implementations were compiled with compute capability 2.0.
Additionally, the hybrid implementation was evaluated on the LoE-System shown in Table 2 . This allows us to show the behavior of the different hybrid approaches for two different system configurations to compare the resulting distribution of workload in Section 3, on one hand on a system ('Ord-System') where GPU performs much faster than CPU, and on the other hand on a more biased system with a slightly dominant multi-core processor ('LoE-System').
The procedures except the AOD retrieval model solving lead to the same results for all implementations. For the AOD retrieval part, there is relative small and acceptable difference between the C version (for serial and multi-core parallel) and CUDA-C version (for GPU parallel). The accuracy has been analyzed in an earlier publication (Liu et al. 2015) . 
Parallel performance for multi-core processors
The calculation runtime, as well as the corresponding speedup for the serial and multicore implementations, is shown in Table 3 . The most time-consuming procedures of the whole workflow, the data interpolation and AOD retrieval, reduce to 308.34s and 324.69s from 1141.02s and 1775.97s, respectively when executed in parallel on the multi-core processor of the 'Ord-System'.
The speedups for the pre-processing and retrieval range from 1.31 to 5.47 with eight threads on this benchmark system with four cores. Excluding the data extraction based on the GDAL library, the multi-core workflow achieves a calculation speedup of 4.09 for the computation steps, and an overall speedup of 3.09 when including the data I/O for intermediate files with eight threads on four physical cores.
Parallel performance for GPUs
As an optimization step, the impact of thread-block configuration on the runtime was analyzed. From the serial runtime in Figure 2 , it is visible that the data interpolation and AOD retrieval are the most time-consuming parts. As a result, we tuned the two-dimensional thread-block configuration for the data interpolation as a representative for the pre-processing parts and the AOD retrieval separately. The NX and NY dimension of the block size for the pre-processing was varied from 2 to 32, respectively (the maximum possible range due to register limitations without further limiting the register usage per thread); the NX and NY dimension of the block size for the AOD retrieval was, respectively, varied from 2 to 16. The dimensions of grid sizes are again set dynamically according to the overall scene and these block sizes.
The performance under varying thread-block configurations for the pre-processing and the AOD retrieval on the main benchmark system 'Ord-System' is shown in Figures 6 and 7(a) . The best performance is achieved executing with 32*8 threads per block for the data interpolation while 16*4 threads per block are optimal for the AOD retrieval.
The benchmark for the GPU version was conducted with the above optimal thread-block configuration. The performance is shown in Table 3 together with the speedups in relation to the serial version. The calculation time reduced from 1141.02s on the CPU (serial) to 26.61s on the GPU for the data interpolation, and from 1775.97s to 63.70s for the retrieval part on our 'Ord-System'. The lowest calculation speedup gained by the GPU implementation is 4.18 for the geometric correction, 6 . Thread-block configuration tuning for the pre-processing taking the data interpolation as a representative example. The red circle marks the best thread-block configuration, that is, block size: 32*8 on 'Ord-System' leading to the shortest calculation runtime.
while the GPU gained higher speedups from 10.53 to 43.03 for the other procedures compared to the original serial C counterpart. The calculation speedup is 17.57 for the computational steps of the whole workflow, while also including the data I/O for intermediate files the overall speedup is 4.01. The runtime performance reduction of the overall workflow when including the data I/O results from (1) the data I/O procedures are called from the GDAL library with varying performance in our tests, (2) some big image data need to be split into smaller images to be performed on GPUs with a rather limited memory for the 'Ord-System', therefore increasing the data I/O calls. Additionally, the speedup reduction when including data I/O is based on the fact that the relative amount of data I/O is much higher for the GPU implementation than for the CPU as the GPU kernel speedup is accordingly large.
Hybrid parallel performance analysis
The optimal thread-block configuration for the 'LoE-System' was obtained as well and turned out to be the same than for the 'Ord-System' shown in Figure 7(b) . To test the impact of slice size (i.e. the bytes taken by a slice) on the performance and find a slice size that leads to the best performance, the slice size of the dynamic hybrid implementation was varied from 2MB to 64MB. The impacts of slice size on the imbalance factor and calculation runtime are shown in Figure 8 . The imbalance factor is defined as the runtime ratio of max (CPU, GPU)/ min (CPU, GPU)-1, and thus the calculation is well balanced if this imbalance factor is small. The smaller the slice size, the more balanced is the overall workload distribution as the portions of work are smaller and can be spawned until both devices finish almost simultaneously. However, this comes at a price as the dynamic distribution through the queue causes an overhead for each pop operation on the task queue. The goal is to find the slice size resulting in the shortest runtime by balancing the advantage of small slices for a small imbalance factor with the drawback of the overhead for accessing the queue more often. In our case, the fastest overall runtime of 59.73s was achieved using 32MB slices on the 'Ord-System' and 8MB with 379.38s on the 'LoE-System'. Within 4MB and 16MB, the differences in terms of resulting runtime are moderate for both systems. A comparison of the calculation runtime for the presented static and hybrid parallel implementations as well as for the single thread, multi-thread, and GPU version on the main benchmark system ('Ord-System') and on the 'LoE-System' is shown in Figure 9 . The imbalance factor represents the difference of GPU and CPU runtimes within the hybrid code versions. As already mentioned, Static-1 and Static-2 are the static parallel distributions supposing an ideal linear speedup of the multi-core version in the first case and known speedups for both multi-core and GPU versions in the second case. It can be seen in Figure 9 that both static versions are by far not balanced on the 'Ord-System' while the dynamic hybrid scheduling theme reaches an almost perfect balance of workload between CPU and GPU. On the 'Ord-System' the calculation runtimes are 127.59s, 84.74s, and 59.73s for the three hybrid patterns. Compared to the runtimes of 324.69s and 63.70s for the multicore version with 8 threads and GPU version in Table 3 , the two static patterns are faster than the multi-core one, however slower than the pure GPU version. The dynamic hybrid version outperforms the GPU implementation just a little bit.
To find the source of those effects, Figure 10 presents details about how the slices are scheduled among CPU and GPU (for better readability the figures show the scheduling for only half of the whole scene). It is noticeable that, on the 'Ord-System', the CPU only gets a very little number (<10%) of the (in pixels) equally sized slices with the dynamic implementation. This is anyway Figure 8 . Slice size impacts on the imbalance factor and calculation runtime. As the imbalance factor is defined as the runtime ratio of 'max(CPU, GPU)/min(CPU, GPU)-1', the calculation is well balanced if this imbalance factor is small. (a) Ord-System. (b) LoE-System. not surprising, as the pure GPU version is at a comparable factor faster than the pure multi-core version. As the dynamic hybrid scheduling pattern can only pass a very small amount of work to the CPU for concurrent calculations on CPU and GPU and additionally introduces an overhead due to the task queue operations, the advantage of the hybrid dynamic version is only very small compared to the outstandingly well-performing GPU version on the 'Ord-System'. The results for the static versions show that the estimation of the CPU's and GPU's performance lead to a strong imbalance in the final distribution of work for the two approaches even though the more precise Static-2 performs better than Static-1. On the 'LoE-System' instead, the GPU's and the CPU's performances are more similar for our application. As a result, the dynamic hybrid version distributes an almost equal number of slices to the GPU and the CPU and the resulting runtime is distinctly faster than both pure CPU and GPU approaches and also than the two static versions. This shows that the dynamic hybrid scheduling pattern (a) works well for balanced (in terms of CPU-GPU performance) as well as for unbalanced systems and that it can (b) naturally gain more additional performance (compared to the pure versions) by concurrent calculations on CPU and GPU on a balanced system. Figure 10 additionally shows how the different regions of the scene (e.g. over-sea and over-land) influence the workflow and therefore the runtime of a single slice. Approximately in the vertical middle of the image, the slices' runtimes become very small even though each slice calculated the same amount of pixels.
Summarizing one can say that the hybrid pattern makes full use of idling CPU cores while computing on GPUs on both tested systems and that the performance of the dynamic hybrid parallel version compared to the GPU and CPU versions relates to the dominance of either the GPU device or the CPU.
Conclusion and future work
This article presented an efficient AOD retrieval workflow from MODIS data based on multi-core processors and GPU accelerators. The multi-core implementation gained a best speedup of 5.47 with 8 threads on our main benchmark system with 4 physical cores. Concerning the different parts of overall workflow, the GPU version obtained a smallest speedup of 4.18 for the geometric correction and higher speedup from 10.53 to 43.03 for the other procedures. To fully utilize idling CPU cores while computing on GPU, the hybrid parallel implementations considering static and dynamic distribution methods have been developed to enhance the time-consuming and pixel-based AOD retrieval and they have been evaluated on two different system types, a Ord-System and a LoE-System. Our developed dynamic hybrid scheduling pattern shows advantages by reducing the workload imbalance and the calculation runtime compared to pure multi-core CPU and GPU approaches as well as compared to static hybrid approaches. Nevertheless, when computing in a desktop workstation or server system with a powerful GPU device, the pure GPU implementation will in general be the better choice.
A remarkable amount of time in the pre-processing was consumed with data I/O from data extraction using libraries GDAL, HDF4, and PROJ.4 and files read/write for the intermediate files for processing steps. With the parallel implementations of the calculation fractions inside these pre-processing steps, the data I/O becomes a bottleneck. The data I/O for the intermediate files reduced the overall speedup of the workflow computation steps from 17.57 to 4.01 for GPU, and from 4.09 to 3.09 for multi-core processors. In future research, the intermediate files of the processing steps could be kept in memory if the available system has memory larger than 8GB. Thus the overall speedups are expected to approach the calculation speedups. A parallel solution of extracting data from HDF file is also desired. In addition, deploying the workflow in a GPU cluster and scheduling workflow modules among multiple CPU and GPU computing resources is one further step.
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